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Major discounts on new all-electric Chevrolet vehicles offered at Orlando
dealership

Carl Black Orlando currently offering more than $17,000 off the MSRP of new 2020 Chevy
Bolt EV models

ORLANDO, Fla. (PRWEB) March 19, 2021 -- Carl Black Orlando, a dealership serving the entirety of central
Florida, continues to offer massive discounts on its large inventory collection of 2020 Chevy Bolt EV models.
The all-electric vehicle is currently blessed with several substantial discounts, resulting in a grand total of, in
many cases, more than $17,000 off the MSRP. Discounts applied include Select Market Competitive Cash, Carl
Black Cash, Customer Cash and Purchase Bonus Cash.

As of this writing, Carl Black Orlando has more than fifty 2020 Chevy Bolt EV models in its inventory, all of
which can be viewed with ease through the dealership’s website. The models come with an array of cutting-
edge features that many drivers find appealing, including favorites such as Android Auto, Apple CarPlay,
automatic climate control, a backup camera, Bluetooth, keyless entry, lane departure warning, lane keep assist
and more.

The 2020 Chevy Bolt models also come in a variety of colors, making it more likely that every shopper can find
the variation that suits their own unique tastes and style. Hues range from more subdued options that fall into
the white, grey and black ends of the spectrum to more spiffy choices such as the vibrant Oasis Blue.

Shopping at Carl Black Orlando is more convenient than other options thanks to the ability for the whole
shopping and purchasing process to be performed through the dealership website. Individuals can easily
complete each step of the car buying experience, from perusing the available selection to calculating payments,
valuing their trade, applying for financing and more, from the comfort of the World Wide Web.

Those interested in getting a new electric vehicle at a great price are encouraged to learn more on the Carl
Black Orlando website by visiting www.carlblackoforlando.com. Alternatively, the dealership can be contacted
with the use of a telephone by dialing 888-502-0763. Finally, those who wear a mask and follow social
distancing guidelines may pay a visit to the physical dealership itself at 11500 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando.
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Contact Information
Omar Rodriguez
Carl Black Orlando
http://www.carlblackoforlando.com
(888) 502-0763

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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